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The Consul General of Italy

Sara Ferrara
…”my natural tendencies are powerfully evoked in my
work; vibrant colors thrown into a chaotic current that
has characterized my life.”
A Houston resident for 30 years, Italian American artist Nicola Parente
currently works out of his studio at Winter Street Studios. Working in a
variety of media (painting, photography, installations, and textile design), he
engages the viewer in dialogues of human encounter within the urban
environment.

Nicola Parente

Most recent projects and exhibitions include “Genesis” a museum exhibit at
the Museo de Guadalupe in Mexico. Earlier this year Parente partnered with
Writers in the Schools (WITS) to transform trees into “Poet-Trees” in
Houston during National Poetry Month. Parente dressed trees at Buffalo
Bayou Park. Visitors were encouraged to write a poem, sentiment or thought
and hang it on the trees. This interactive installation had more than 7,000
visitors over the course of 4 weeks. In 2016-17, Parente’s paintings were part
of a touring exhibition between Esbjerg Denmark and Houston TX. Parente
has been featured as one of Houston’s 100 creatives by HoustonPress and was
the featured artist in the Bayou Review, a literary and visual arts journal
published by the University of Houston.
Parente’s works can be seen in public and private collections in the United
States, Mexico, Spain, Italy, Germany, and Ethiopia. He obtained a BS from
King’s College (PA) and a Master’s degree from the University of St. Thomas
(TX).
nicola.parente@gmail.com / www.nicolparente.com / www.artuniti.com
Cell: 713.922.6327

Sara Ferrara was born in Battipaglia (SA) Italy in 1990.
Since her earliest years, Sara has been fascinated by
images and how the world is represented through the
eyes of others. This interest led her directly to the visual
arts, painting in particular. Her interest in painting was
cultivated during her teenage years and further
developed when she immigrated to Houston (TX)
where she was able to finish her formal artistic
education. During her studies Sara delved further into
her paintings, began experimenting with every medium
at her disposal, and started promoting herself in
different wine bars and coffee shop around Houston.
Her distinctive personal style emanates joy and peace
and expresses the vibrant spirit and atmosphere of the
Italian culture. From pop art, to abstract, contemporary
and minimalist paintings Sara is creating a name for
herself in the Houston scene. Using mostly big brushes
and palette knife, Sara focuses on the design of the
subject and begins a process of conveying her thoughts
and interpretations with stylized shaped, bold lights
and darks and dramatic color rhythms. The result is
often abstract and that allows the viewer to see a small
part of the world through Sara’s eyes. She’s always
looking for new mediums and different techniques and
because of that her clients trust her with their commissioned work, she works with them step by step, but she
always finds herself doing what she thinks is best for the
composition because of the trust she transmits to
others.
Sara was part of multiple art installation during her
years in school and the most recent one was in collaboration with Matthew Richie: The Demon in the
Diagram. As an emerging artist; her studio is in her
apartment, surrounded by her two feline assistants:
Link and Minu.
You may find more of her work on Instagram
@ferrara_arts.

Maria Luisa Onorati

Born in Perugia, Italy. Married with two children. She has a degree in art
and sculpture at the Italian Art Academy "Bernardino di Betto" and a
master's degree in advertising. During her long artistic career she won
several prizes and recognitions. She participated and has been invited to
several art exhibitions in Italy and Europe.

Silvia Majocchi
Born in Milan, Italy currently lives and work in Houston, Texas I’m a
visual artist. I’m Italian and I have been living abroad for a long time,
moving to different country every three or four years, as for my husband's
work. The frequent changes of scenery and life are also reflected in my art.
I love to experiment with new materials and forms of expression without
forgetting irony and humor in it. I try to create pieces that will cheer
people up, and make them smile. My art should inspire fun. I have
painted canvas on oil for many years but since 2010 my interest in
sculpture has taken over.
I started in San Francisco with modeling clay and building mechanisms in
wood. In Mumbai, India, the lack of opportunity to work with clay have
permitted me to discover paper, using which I have since been creating
figurative sculptures. I try to incorporate a sense of motion and life into
each piece. Now I live in Houston, Texas, and here I use the flyers and
newspapers found every day in the mail box. I have always been interested
in reducing waste, recycling, up-cycling and avoiding toxic materials in
my works.
silvia@majocchi.com / www.majocchi.com / ⓕ Silvia Majocchi Art

In 2017 she was in Paris at the Louvre participating at the International
Exhibition of contemporary art "Carrousel du Louvre Paris". She is
presently preparing an art exhibition in Dubai. She works also as a book
illustrator and her works of art are in private collections in Italy, Canada
and the USA.
"Maria Luisa Onorati works are published on the volume of the Italian
Encyclopedia of Art. She moves from sculpture, design, painting, with
remarkable synthesis skills and analytic spirit that reveal a profoundly
feminine and universal feel and expression. A synthetic and conceptual
language, with archaic references and futuristic values, pervades all her
creations. The artist reveals a dynamic and minimalist sculpture with
sinuous curves, sophisticated asymmetries and amazing geometries that
alternate in an elegant dance of a white candle that exalts the rich message
of meaning and invites contemplation.
In design and painting prevails an essential and stylized line where we
discover an ethereal and fluctuating female presence, a diaphan woman
with whispered thoughts interspersed with sensuality. A poetic art in
search of essence, which tracks singular visions and emits light and energy.
"by Alessandra Anca Palel, art critic and curator.
www.luisart.it / italiapg@gmail.com

Italo-Brazilian Joelma Regis is passionate about
art in all of its forms. When she lived in Italy, she
danced with the professional multicultural
artistic group, Gen Verde, for four years. With 23
artists the group created music, dance, lighting,
and theatre together, travelling around Europe to
perform and lead workshops.

Joelma Regis

Since moving to Texas, she has focused on her
studio art, and her works have been included in a
variety of exhibitions. Her artwork is based on
human relationships and dialogues. She creates
installations that raise awareness to today’s social
and cultural issues. In 2015 she curated an art
show, at Southern Methodist University in
Dallas, involving students and professors in an
exhibition called The Other, Another Me –
Tearing Down the Walls of Indifference.

Her work with clay is particularly enchanting to her as
she explores different textures, forms and colors, including in the use of glass and textile. She has been
experimenting different ways of using textile also with
plaster, creating original and delicate work. Fragility is a
strong characteristic on her work with clay and plaster.

